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Some Further Readings (1).

(1) Philosophy and Economic Thought:

Bowser, James—Philosophy and Political Economy. London 1929 (2nd ed.).

   (Author was Professor of Politics, London School of Economics and Political Science. Died in 1960).
   J.-Transl. into Japanese after the War.


   (reliable).

(2) History of Economic Thought:


Heilman, Edvard (Prof. Emeritus, The New School for Social Research, New York)—
   (Reviewed in: Economic Journal, Mar. 1946)
   J.-Kitamura Hiroshi ( )—Keizai
(3) History of Social Thought:

Bogardus, E. S. -- The Development of Social Thought. London 1960 (4th ed.).


Hara, Richard -- Pioneers of Russian Social

(4) History of Sociology:

(Among many works in this field, more recent and important contributions).


(5) History of Socialism:


G. transl. into German. Another work. Paris 1928.

Bougé, Ch.— *Socialisme Français.* Paris 1932. (Collection Armand Colin, 149).

G. Kautsky, Karl, Paul Lafargue etc.— *Vorläufer des modernen Sozialismus.* Stuttgart 1-2 Bde 6 Aufl., 3-4 Bde.


(The author is the authority on the history of socialism).

(5) Japanese Bibliographies and Authors:


Ishikawa Seiširo ( ), Etkotsu Shusui ( ), Katayama Sen ( ) and other socialists.

Some contemporary authors.

(7) History of Freedom of Thought:

Draper, John William (1811-1882)— *History of the Conflict between Religion and Science.* 1874. many later reprints.
(Dr. J. Draper was once professor of the University of New York).

White, Andrew Dickson (1833– ?)—
The Warfare of Science. London 1876.
B—A Russian translation in 2 editions, in 1873 and in 1876.
(Ishin: Shinpo, 44).
(The author was once a president of Cornell University).

(This is an English translation from German, and prefixed by T. H. Huxley. The author was professor of the University of Jena, now called Friedrich Schiller Universität).
(The above 3 are now the classics in this field).

Orientation

(1). How will this lecture help you in your scheme of cultured life? What is the purpose of my lecture?

(2). We should have broad view in studying the history of social and economic thought. History of literature, philosophy and natural sciences should not be neglected.

(3). What we, Japanese, lack in social and economic thinking? We were not cultured by classics in natural as well as in social sciences. We had no contemporary thinkers and poets such as Shakespeare, Milton, Kant, Hegel and many other human heritages.

(4). The Japanese do not like the word "Truth" (in German "Wahrheit", in Russian "Pravda"). Nevertheless we should be brave enough to learn the truth. I will endeavour to describe faithfully what I read, what events I experienced and what hard times I lived.
Peasants on the eve of the Modern Age

(1). England:
   John Nycliffe, c. 1321-1384.

   Oman, Charles-- The Great Revolt of 1381.
   Oxford 1908.

   Lindsay, Ph. and Groves, R.-- The Peasants Revolt 1381. London n.d.


(2). Bohemia:
   Johannes Huss, c. 1370-1415.

   (In Czech, unascertainable till this date).

   Aufl.).

   Krabishovskaya, V. I.-- The Torch-Bearers of Bohemia.
   (The Russian Original was awarded honourable mention by The Imperial Academy of
   Sciences of Petrograd). (Roman).

(3). Germany:

   Thomas Münzer (1490/95-1535) -- Politische Schriften. Halle 1930. (Hältische
   Monographien, Nr. 17).

---

Zimmermann, Wilhelm-- Allgemeine Geschichte des grossen Bauernkrieges. 3 Thlr.
Stuttgart 1814-43.

Ders.-- Grosser Deutscher Bauernkrieg, herag. von Wilhelm Blos. Stuttgart:
Dietz 1891, xvi, 618 S.


Engels, Fr.-- Der Deutsche Bauernkriegg. 3. Aabdr. 1875 ..... Berlin 1925 ...
... and later editions.

Smirin, M. M.-- Narodnaya Reformatsiya Tomasa Minszera i Balikyn Krestyan-
skogo Voina. 1955. 2nd ed. revised. (in Russian).

Smirin, M. M.-- Die Volksreformation des Thomas Münzer und der grosse Bauern-

Maussel, Alfred-- Thomas Münzer und seine Zeit. Berlin 1902. (There are many
works on Münzer, especially in East Germany, G. D. R.)

(4). Some Drama of the Bauernkriegg:

Goethe-- Götz von Berlichingen.

Lassalle, Ferdinand-- Franz von Sickingen.

Hauptmann, Gerhard-- Florian Geyer, 1895.

Wolf, Friedrich-- Thomas Münzer (Deutsches Theater, Berlin in 1953).

Wolf, Friedrich-- Der arme Konrad (Berlin in 1958).
(1). Backgrounds:


(2). Utopia:

Latin ed... Louvain 1516.
Paris 1517.

Translations... G- Basel 1524
I- Venice 1534
E- London (Robinson) 1551.

Contemporary Edition:
J. Charton Collins' ed. Oxford 1904...
Eweman's Library ed. 1951.
Woytes transl. Reclam (after W.W.II)
2 other German transl.
(in Russian).

(3). Life:


Thomas Stapleton 1588 (and repr.).
Ro: Re:-- The Life of Sir Thomas More etc.
Lond. 1950.

(4). Studies on More's Utopia:

Kautsky, Karl--Thomas More und seine Utopie.
Stuttgart 1887. 2. Aufl. 1926.
(translated into English).


(first published in London 1935, revised 1956-- see preface).
Economic Thought in the 17th Century. (1)

(1) General:

(2) Mercantilism:
Do.--Mercantilism. 1925. 2 vols.
Takahashi Geshiro.
Shiraugi Shichirō

(3) Works by Thomas Mun (1571-1641):

(4) America:

(5) Iwan Possoschew (1652?—1755):

Motley, John Lothrop (1814-77)-- Peter the Great. Lond. 1867. Not comparable with the above. No comment on Possoschkow.


Possoschkow's Works and on him:
The former repr. are not accessible.


(6). Classical Political Economy:

Bea, Max-- Early British Economics from the XIIIth to the Middle of the XVIIIth Century. Lond. 1938. (See Ch. XI).


Boisguillbert, Pierre (1644-1714).
Social Thought in the 17th Century.

(1). Social Utopias:
   Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639).
   Francis Bacon (1561-1626).

(2). The Puritan Revolution in England, 1640.
   John Lilburne (1614-1657).
   Gerrard Winstanley (1609 - ?).
   John Milton.

Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639), (1).

(1) Bibliography:
   L. Pirro--Bibliografia degli Scritti di
   Campanella. Torino 1940 (Not Accessible). (Bibliografia Italiana, No. 10,
   1940).

(2) Works:
   Many Works and selections, among them:
   Le più belle pagine di Tommaso Campanella,
   Milano 1935.
   Poesie, Bari 1938.

(3) Civitates Solis:
   Latin: Frankfurt 1620 ...
   Paris 1637.
   I: Lugano 1636.
   F: 1641.
   E: in: Henry Morley's Ideal Commonweals.
   London 1885 (1st Engl. trans.) ...
   R: 1906.

(4) Accessible ed. of The City of the Sun:
   I: La Città del Sole, etc. Lanciano 1939.
   F: La Cité du Soleil. 1911, and others.
   G: Der Sonnenaatat. München 1900.
   (Samml. Gesell. wiss. Aufsatshe, 14/15).
   J: ...

(5) The Defence of Galileo of Thomas Campanella.
   Northampton 1597. (For the first time
   translated and edited by G. Maccilley).
Social Thought in the 17th Century.

(1). Social Utopias:

Tomaso Campanella (1568-1639).
Francis Bacon (1561-1626).

(2). The Puritan Revolution in England, 1640.

John Lilburne (1614-1657).
Gerrard Winstanley (1609-?).
John Milton.

Tomaso Campanella (1568-1639). (1).

(1) Bibliography:


(2) Works:

Many works and selections, among them:

Le più belle pagine di Tommaso Campanella, Milano 1935.
Poesia, Bari 1938.

(3) Civitas Solis:

Latin: Frankfurt 1600 ...
Paris 1637.
I: Lugano 1836.
F: 1841.
E: in: Henry Morley's Ideal Commonwealths. London 1886 (1st Engl. trans.) ...
R: 1906.

(4) Accessible ed. of The City of the Sun:

I: La Città del Sole, etc. Lanciano 1939.
F: La Cité du Soleil. 1911, and others.
G: Der Sonnenstaat. München 1900.
(Samml. Gesell. wiss. Aufsätze, 14/15).
J: ...

(5) The Defence of Galileo of Thomas Campanella.
Northampton 1837. (For the first time translated and edited by G. MacClellan).
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(6) On Campanella:
Many studies on Campanella's Philosophy,
and socialistic ideas, among them:
Paolo Treves—La Filosofia Politica di
Kvačila, J.-- Thomas Campanella: Ein
Reformer der ausgehenden Renaissance.
Berlin 1909.
Lefaure, Paul-- Thomas Campanella. In:
Vorläufer des neueren Socialismus.
S- 1922.
444 p. (in Russian).

(7) Galileo and the Freedom of Thought:
Taylor, F. Sherwood-- Galileo and the
Freedom of Thought. London: Watts
1938.

(8) Novum Organum Scientiarum 1620 ......
G- ....
I- at least 4 editions in 1938-40.
R- Novû Organû. Leningrad 1938.
(in Russian).
(5) On Bacon:

The English Revolution, 1640.

(1) The Puritan Revolution:


Gooch, G. F. -- English Democratic Ideas in the 17th Century. Lond. 1927 (2nd ed.).

Bernstein, Eduard -- Sozialismus und Demokratie in der grossen englischen Revolution. Stuttgart 1922 and other ed.
E- Translated into English.


Keloreshow, Henry -- The Levellers and the English Revolution. Lond. 1939, and many other works in America, England, Germany and Soviet Union.

(2) John Lilburne (1614-57).


- 31 -
(3) Gerrard Winstanley (1609-?)


Selections from the Works of Gerrard Winstanley. Ed. by Christopher Hill. Lond. 1944.


(4) John Milton: